No better time to invest in a quality used combine
Now could be a very good time for farmers and contractors running smaller, older
combines to consider upgrading to a higher capacity used combine, according to
COMBINE WORLD.
Demand for good quality, used straw walker machines throughout mainland and
central Europe remains very healthy, and is reflected in the excellent prices these
machines are currently achieving. So owners of an older straw walker combine
could be surprised at just how much their combine is actually worth.
“There is probably no better time for owners of
smaller, older combines to upgrade, especially to
a tracked machine, bearing in mind how wet
recent harvests have been,” says Roy Cansdale
of COMBINE WORLD. “There is the added
advantage that changing your combine now,
could also bring tax benefits thanks to the
increase in AIA to £250,000 for two years as from
the beginning of this year.”
Established in 1989, COMBINE WORLD has grown to become one of the world’s
leading suppliers of high quality used combines, with total sales now in excess of
£371M. With up to 200 combines available at any one time of all colours, sizes and
age it makes looking for a used combine a much simpler, risk free task.
COMBINE WORLD is a co-operative of 14 dealers spread across the UK, with 52
outlets between them. The company was set-up to establish a common set of
standards for used combines and to provide a single ‘shop window’ for buyers both
home and abroad.
Normally buying from a classified advert can be fraught with potential problems, both
in the range and quality of machine offered. To overcome this and provide the buyer
with confidence, each member dealer has to work to a strict set of rules governing
the appraisal, storage, refurbishment and sale of used combines.
Prior to being offered for sale by
COMBINE WORLD, each combine is
subjected to a comprehensive 250 point
dealer appraisal which will highlight any
work that needs to be carried out on the
machine prior to sale. Having been
appraised, the machines are sold with a
unique COMBINE WORLD warranty.
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-2Buying a used combine through a reputable specialist dealer gives the buyer
complete confidence in the quality of the machine. In addition, COMBINE WORLD
dealers are also able to offer tailor-made finance solutions, enabling payments to be
matched to cash-flow, subject to normal conditions.
For further information, please contact:
Combine World on Freephone 0800 585938 or visit them at Cereals on Stand 11-K1154

